
BLINDS INDUSTRY
TAPE SOLUTIONS

Premier Tapes - For all your specialty tapes and 
packaging needs. Proud distributors of Tenacious, 
Kikusui and Tesa tapes  



BLIND ASSEMBLY
Ensuring Precision Day In, Day Out. 

When it comes to manufacturing blinds, precision is paramount. Our comprehensive range of Double-Sided Tapes and 
associated products provide this assurance. Whether it be for attaching, bonding, laminating or hemming, we can help 
you find the right solution to meet your needs. Our in-house slitting facilities allow us to provide a customised product 
and exceptional value for our customers.

Double-Sided Tissue Tapes

TENACIOUS N530 DOUBLE-SIDED TISSUE TAPE

Premium grade tissue tape ideal for laminating rough or hard to adhere to surfaces. 
It is resistant to weathering, UV and ageing, allowing it to be used in both indoor and 
outdoor blinds. The modified acrylate adhesive system, together with high coating 
weight, offers excellent initial tack and adhesion levels on hard to adhere to surfaces.

Applications: Ideal for core starting, spline lamination and hemming of blind fabrics which 

are rough in texture or have surface protection making them more difficult to adhere to.

KIKUSUI™ 190 DOUBLE-SIDED TISSUE TAPE

High performance double-sided tissue tape with acrylic adhesive. The tape has excellent 
adhesion to a variety of surfaces and high UV and temperature resistance. Hand 
tearable and strong initial bond making application easy.

Applications: Used extensively for sail making as a seamstick tape, and in the curtain & 
blind industry for permanent bonding of fabrics. Can be used on textured and 
embossed surfaces.
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Double-Sided Filmic Tapes

TESA® 51970 DOUBLE-SIDED POLYPROPYLENE TAPE

Polypropylene backing with an adhesive system designed for use on a wide range 
of surfaces. tesa® 51970 is widely used in roller blind assembly applications due to its 
unique adhesive system and its ability to adhere to certain fabrics such as mesh, 
where surface area is reduced, as well as on coatings which make adhesion difficult.

Applications: Ideal for bonding various fabrics to metallic or PVC profiles in roller 
blind applications.

HI-TECH TAPES™ B789 DOUBLE-SIDED POLYESTER TAPE

Premium grade high performance double sided clear polyester tape with a solvent 
acrylic adhesive. The tape features excellent adhesion, holding force, temperature, 
and UV resistance.

Applications: Ideally suited for long term bonding of various fabrics to metallic or PVC 
profiles in roller blind applications – particularly where permanent high holding power 
and outdoor suitability are required.

General Purpose Masking Tape

TESA® 53123 GENERAL PURPOSE MASKING TAPE

Slightly creped paper backing with a natural rubber adhesive.

Applications: Suitable for many general purpose applications involving tabbing, 
Marking, bundling, light carton sealing and blind fabric alignment.

Flat Spline
Specifically developed to withstand the rigours of high and low temperatures over 
a long period of time. ABS plastic provides high rigidity and excellent insulating 
properties making it ideal for laminating to fabrics in base rails.

Available in a variety of widths, lengths and thicknesses – we can also provide pre-taped 
with many of the adhesives listed above (one side or two), as well as plain as required.

Turn over for the FINISHING TOUCH

BLINDS INDUSTRY TAPE SOLUTIONS



We pride ourselves on tailoring a packaging solution to suit our customers’ needs, helping them to improve processes and 
consequently save time and money. Ensuring your products are protected from the beginning of the journey until the end. 

For more information on our industry solutions,  
visit our website at www.premiertapes.com.au

Phone (03) 9544 1977 | Email sales@premiertapes.com.au

THE FINISHING TOUCH

Miscellaneous Products 

Benchtop Impulse Heat Sealers 
Ideal for sealing layflat tubing. Machines available in various widths…  

General Packaging & Warehousing  
Masking tapes, Packaging tapes, Hook & Loop Velcro and much more  

Custom Printed Tape and Custom Labels 
Company branding, Warning labels, Shipping labels, Bottom rail decals 

Contact Adhesives for Pelmet Manufacturing 
Tensor Grip F40, TimbaTech 

Lay Flat Tubing

Ideal for protecting products during transportation. Plastic layflat tubing is available 
in a range of sizes from 50mm through to 1 meter wide.

Australian manufactured in a variety of thicknesses to suit your requirements. 
Custom printing is also available.

Custom Cardboard Boxes

We also supply Cardboard Cartons or Boxes in a range of sizes & board grades. 
Australian manufactured to suit your specific design requirements. Samples available 
by request. Custom printing also available. 

Bubblewrap

Each business has unique needs. We offer a range of Bubblewrap options. Available 
in a variety of widths and thicknesses. For easier handling, your rolls can be slit or 
perforated on the roll to suit your application. Australian manufactured.




